
LEND360 Panel to Explore the Future of Online Small Business Finance  

DEERFIELD, IL, Sept. 27, 2017 - Online small business lending will be 
transformed by new trends, products and strategies in 2018 and beyond but the 
question is, which ones?  A panel of experts will discuss what’s “Coming Down 
the Pipeline: Innovative Products and Contributing Factors Affecting the Future of 
Small Business Finance” 4 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 11 during a session at the 
LEND360 conference in Dallas. 

Moderated by Barry Ripes of PayNet, the session will feature presentations from 
Brett Boehm of TBF Financial, Alex Gemici of World Business Lenders, Ben 
Gold of QuickBridge Funding, Robbin Miske of Experian and Bill Phelan of 
PayNet. The panel is expected to address statistical trends affecting online lenders, 
their impact and products and strategies that will become increasingly important to 
the commercial finance industry. 

“My presentation will round out the discussion by talking about innovative 
strategies for the end of the loan cycle that fit the fintech business model, for loans 
that go bad,” said Boehm, CEO of TBF Financial. “I’ll also review the benefits and 
pitfalls of using agencies, attorneys and selling.”  

LEND360 will be held Oct. 11–13 at the Fairmont Dallas Hotel, bringing together 
consumer, small business and marketplace online lenders, tech platforms, legal 
counsel, investors and others. For more information, visit lend360.org. 

About TBF Financial 

TBF Financial buys portfolios of small-ticket equipment leases, small to mid-sized 
commercial bank notes and lines of credit, and loans from online commercial 
lenders that are uncollected and charged/written-off. For our sources, this is an 
easy way to improve their bottom line, increase recoveries and quickly liquidate 
their distressed accounts to get the money back out on the street. For more 
information, visit tbfgroup.com or connect with us on Twitter @TBFfinancial or 
LinkedIn. 
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